
 

Learning to be an event planner in the world’s longest country 

 

Many people say that Chile is basically like a very large island. It is the world’s longest country, 

the narrowest in proportion to length, and the most Southern country in the world. Bounded by 

one of the world’s most extreme deserts, one of the longest and highest mountain chains, and 

cold, rough oceans, through much of its history it has been very isolated. Much of its stunning 

natural beauty is untouched and unspoiled and the people and personality of the country has 

developed in isolation, as on islands or in remote mountain regions.  

 

I met my partner, now husband, more than 20 years ago, when he was a young diplomat on his 

second posting, in Israel. I am American-Israeli and I was working in Molecular Genetics 

research at Tel Aviv University. In the intervening years, in order to share a life with Mauro, I 

had to not only improvise new work and careers, but also learn about being Italian, and how to 

be a good representative of Italy, as his career advanced and he became a Consul General and 

later an Ambassador. In addition, we have seen great evolution in acceptance as a same-sex 

couple, in Italy and in much of the world.  It has been quite the adventure.  

 

We arrived in Santiago in the last days of September 2018. We took the, at the time, longest 

possible direct flight of Alitalia from Rome to Santiago, with way too many suitcases and a cat 

who was not at all happy about the trip. After a more than 15 hour flight, I seem to remember 

about 26 hours door to door, it really did seem that we were on the other side of the world. We 

also went from the mild early autumn of Rome to the green and blooming early spring of 

Santiago. Suddenly, our sun was traversing the Northern sky rather than the Southern, and we 

saw many unfamiliar stars in the night sky. In addition, this would be the first time Mauro would 

be Ambassador and the first time we would be living in an official residence. We left a small 

rented apartment in Italy, stored most of our furniture, and moved mostly with clothing, books, 

and kitchen goods, into an enormous, 120 year old house which shares an entire city block of 

gardens  with the embassy. Though I helped with some events in San Francisco, this would also 

be the first time I would need to coordinate many more official functions in the capacity of 

Spouse of Ambassador, and certainly the first time that I would need to manage a large 

household with various staff. Add to this the fact that Italian is already my fourth language, and I 

am far from perfect at speaking and writing it, though I can get by. In Spanish, which could not 

even be called a fifth language, on the other hand, I have needed to improvise basic 

communications and rely on English or Italian speakers to help me. Luckily the two 

housekeepers understand Italian, one very well, the other well enough. With the cook, the 

gardeners, and most others, I am using a combination of Google Translate and sometimes 

sloppy improvisation. Well, I am not Superman,  and don’t have the time or energy to learn 

decent Spanish and also get everything else done, so it has to do as it is.  

 

 

We were very lucky in our first year in Chile to travel to many places in Chile and appreciate the 

great beauty and natural diversity. We traveled South to wine growing areas in the Colchagua 

valley, and the beautiful lakes and conical volcanoes further South, near Chillan, Puerto Varas, 

and Puerto Montt. We travelled further South into Patagonia, to the Aysen region and the 



 

amazing Patagonia National Park, and to Puerto Natales, the glaciers of Torres del Paine, and 

Punta Arenas, on the Magellan Strait, looking at Tierra del Fuego. We have been to 

Casablanca, Valparaiso, and many places on the dramatic coastline North and South of there. 

We also visited parts of the vast deserts of the North, around San Pedro de Atacama and in the 

Elqui Valley, and went once with other ambassadors and their spouses over the Andes to 

Mendoza, Argentina to taste an awful lot of great wine there, and to experience the awe 

inspiring mountain passes between Chile and Argentina.  

 

Beyond the natural beauty of Chile, we have made many friends here of very diverse 

backgrounds-- socialites, politicians, artists, architects, journalists, authors, academicians, 

chefs, influencers, and friends of all manner of other backgrounds, Chilean and otherwise, along 

with a very interesting and friendly diplomatic community. Between the cachet of being an 

ambassador and husband, and various connections-- Italian, LGBT,  diplomatic, American, 

Israeli, etc, we have been able to meet all sorts of people. If we hear of someone interesting, it 

is usually only a matter of a few inquiries from friends, and friends of friends, and before you 

know it, we meet another bunch of interesting people! We have kept open minds, met so many 

people from so many different backgrounds, and many of them have become friends. To me, 

this is the most enriching part of diplomatic postings abroad. The human dimension is, after all, 

what makes your life interesting.  

 

Meanwhile, I have had to learn as I go to be an event planner for everything from a business 

lunch for 4, to a formal dinner for 22, to a buffet for 50, or a cocktail for 100. With the help of our 

excellent staff, I also managed to even plan and host a small wedding of good friends from Italy, 

with my husband the ambassador officiating, of course. With the help of some visiting Italian 

chefs, we have trained our talented Chilean cook to be able to produce a wide selection of 

Italian cuisine. Day to day, of course, there can also be all sorts of small emergencies to try and 

figure out how to make something work for some event, with the spaces and equipment we 

have available, and to fight against the many normal issues of maintaining a 120 year old 

mansion, with grand rooms, rattling windows, and creaking parquet floors. This house has been 

said to have ghosts, and Isabel Allende told us that it was one of the inspirations for her famous 

House of the Spirits. The most important lesson that I learned early on is that, especially if the 

lights are low, and you distract them with good food and drink, your guests usually don’t even 

notice all the cracks and flaws one knows to be present. Attitude is everything! And this is hardly 

a vocation I would have ever thought to actively choose for myself, but I have enjoyed it very 

much and look forward to continuing here and in other postings. 

 

 

As I mentioned before, we were very lucky to be able to see much of Chile in our first year here, 

since the second and third years have been a bit more challenging. On October 18, 2019, we 

were in the beautiful town of Frutillar, on a placid lake with snow capped volcanoes in the 

background, to attend a jazz festival. When we left for the South in the afternoon, we were 

aware of some peaceful student demonstrations related to recent metro fare increases. We left 

the embassy, went to the airport, flew, got a rental car, drove to Frutillar, checked into our hotel, 

and rushed out to dinner before the restaurants closed. As we were eating, we saw a TV across 



 

the dining room around which people were gathered watching something burn. We soon 

discovered that all sorts of demonstrations and then riots and destruction had overtaken many 

parts of greater Santiago. The building burning was the Chilean headquarters of an Italian 

company and the whole country was sliding quickly into a state of emergency. It took several 

days for us to be able to get back to Santiago, since flights and even buses were mostly 

canceled. We arrived back late at night a few days later to be driven though the empty city, our 

chauffeur having got a special permit from the police to allow us to move after curfew, and the 

only movement in the streets being occasional police or army vehicles. We had our papers 

checked and returned to the safe haven of our embassy and residence walls, in a very different 

country than the one we thought we knew. Of course, we understood about many issues of 

different parts of Chilean society by then, but had never imagined that this “ peaceful and 

prosperous oasis of Latin America” would undergo such dramatic changes. Knowing different 

parts of Chilean society, and having friends and acquaintances of various backgrounds, we 

really felt sympathy for many of their issues. Meanwhile, ordinary day to day life became very 

difficult. Protests became larger and clashes between protesters, rioters, police, and military 

became more extreme. For quite awhile, we were afraid to leave our grounds or to move around 

in many parts of the city. Sometimes, Then, in the early part of 2020, as Chile began to deal 

with the issues behind the clashes, to plan a referendum for a new constitution and try to start 

working through some of the societal conflicts, we, as the rest of the world, were hit with the 

COVID pandemic.  

 

The last year and a half has been in many ways similar for us as for many people all over the 

world. There is no need to go into details about the pandemic. The whole world has experienced 

it and we all dearly hope that we are beginning to see the end of it. For us, we hope to perhaps 

have a more “normal” final year in this very special country. 

 


